
Spring 5
SB-5
The Spring 5 banner stand is for indoor or outdoor use. The hollow base can be 
filled with either sand or water as a weighing agent. It can be used as a single or 
double sided unit and is quick and easy to assemble. 

- Single or double sided
- Indoor or outdoor use
- Hollow base can be filled with either water 

or sand as weighing agent
- Easy grommet graphic attachment

features and benefits:

- Tension pole system
- Carry bag included
- One year hardware warranty against  

manufacturers defects
- Six months graphic limited warranty

Shipping dimensions:
34”l x 16”h x 8”d
864mm(w) x 406mm(h) x 203mm(d)

Shipping weight: 
13 lbs / 5.9 kg

Base foot print:
21”l x 15.5”w
533mm(l) x 394mm(w)

Assembled unit:
32”w x 88”h x 21”d
813mm(w) x 2235mm(h) x 533mm(d)

Weight (when full of water):
45.5 lbs / 100 kg

Total visual area:
31.5”w x 70.75”h
800mm(w) x 1797mm(h)

Refer to related graphic template for 
more information.

Visit:
www.exhibitors-handbook.com/ 
graphic-templates

Recommended substrate:
13 oz. Scrim

Four #3 grommets are used 0.75” (19mm) on 
center from each corner

dimensions:
Hardware

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications 
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for 
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

Graphic

Shipping

additional information:
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Fill base with water or sand  
to provide weight

Set-up

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Hook other pole to opposite side  
of base for double-sidedUse hook to connect pole to base

Assemble tension poles using  
elastic cords as guides

Attach each corner of graphic  
to hooks by placing grommet  

over hooks on poles

Insert narrow end of  
assembled poles into set of  

holes in base, opposite graphic

Unit is complete


